Digital Makes All The Difference
Our Reggiani digital nylon and polyester printers offer the latest technology
in direct-to-fabric printing. We use the best UV resistant inks by DuPont™
which are designed to last longer and wear better outdoors. We also
offer the closest Pantone Matching System® for digital fabric printing and
have the best digital color profile system for reproducing spot colors and
gradient colors onto fabric. Our inks provide full backside penetration so
that colors appear vividly on both sides of the flag.
Reggiani Digital Printers
Our Reggiani digital nylon and
polyester printers offer the latest
technology in direct-to-fabric
printing.

Achieving a true quality product that we can be proud of has not come
easy. It has required many hours of research, testing, and dedicated work
from our professional team and partners. Our inks have gone through very
in depth product testing in order to achieve a product that we can be
proud of. We also believe that a great product should always be backed by
great service. With that said, we are happy to offer you the support of our
technically skilled professional team who cares deeply about the quality of
our products and fulfilling our customers' needs.
Our priority at FlagSource is to provide our customers with peace of mind.
With the best raw materials, the best technology, and the best team, we
believe we have achieved that.

DIGITAL NYLON COLOR CHARTS
Our printed nylon chart (available for purchase for $40.00) displays the
1,095 Pantone® colors that have been hand-picked by our professional
color team to match as closely as possible to each solid-coated color in
the Pantone Matching System®. We have made this chart available to
our customers in order to greatly simplify the process of choosing
colors for custom orders, and to guarantee that we are
providing the best color match possible. Simply put, you can
rest assured that your custom flags are in good hands.
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Sustainability & Safety
RESPONSIBILITY IN OUR WORK
As a manufacturer, FlagSource is committed to demonstrating
responsibility, efficiency, and safety in our work. Printing with
eco-friendly inks and recycling materials whenever possible
helps us reduce our environmental impact and eliminate
waste. Reusing salvageable equipment parts helps reduce
what we send to landfills.
FlagSource considers safety practice very important, not only
toward our environment, but also among our staff. We utilize
third-party safety consultants to educate our staff on the
best safety practices and ergonomic solutions. This helps us
prevent injury and risk of danger in the workplace. As a result,
FlagSource is proud to currently be over 3,000 days without a
workplace injury.

OUR COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
The FlagSource order process is divided into multiple essential
steps. This method helps us ensure that we are providing
exceptional products and service every step of the way.
Our custom pre-order process begins with our customers
providing a documented order, acceptable art file, necessary
Pantone® colors, and all finishing details. Our graphics
department will then provide a formal virtual layout of the
order for your final approval.
Once approved, the order will be entered into our system
and you will receive an acknowledgment email. The order will
then be forwarded on to our technically skilled production
team, who will print and finish your job according to the
specifics of your virtual proof. Once completed, your products
will be inspected by quality control. Quality control is a crucial
step in our process that we take very seriously. We inspect
your product carefully to ensure that it has been created
with care and accuracy to meet our company standards.
Once approved, your products are packaged and shipped
with urgent deadlines and specific needs in mind. It is our
commitment to deliver the exceptional products and
customer service that you deserve!

